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Goals

• Discuss my experience as a VA researcher

– Depression and substance use disorders

– Phantom Limb Pain

• The importance of VA research to my role 

as an mental health administrator and 

clinician



The current state of 

psychotherapy research

• Most studies in the general literature are efficacy 

studies: Ideal conditions, highly controlled

• While critical for understanding models and 

establishing treatment principles

– Often do not answer the question of how a treatment 

works in the real world

– Rarely address veteran specific issues

• The following are examples of VA research that 

bridge these gaps



Treatment of dual diagnosis, 

depression and substance abuse

• Randomized controlled trial, comparing

Cognitive behavior therapy (CBT) with 12-

step facilitation (TSF) for treatment of both 

symptoms (Sandra A. Brown, Ph.D., PI)

– Group format, manualized

– Conducted in a VA clinic

– Few exclusion criteria
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Can we treat phantom pain?

• Common symptom following amputation (50-

80%)

• Clear relevance to our recent veterans, and older 

veterans

• Basic science provides clues to a possible 

intervention



Amputee with PLP Amputee, no PLP Control

Flor, 2002



Mirror with Lower Limb



Effects of Visual Feedback

• Change in sensation

– Change in limb perception (e.g., telescoping)

– Change in motion (perception of control)

– Reduction/elimination of pain

• Imaging studies suggest that previous 

changes in neural organization had been 

corrected
Giraux & Sirigu, 2003, Ramachandran & Rogers-Ramachandran,1996,  2000



Clinical Implications

• Can visual feedback reliably reduce 

phantom limb pain?

– Mirror exercise reduced PLP relative to a sham 

mirror or imaginal condition for recent combat 

veterans.

– Mirrors reduced PLP and improved perception 

of motor control over phantom limb

Chan, et al., 2007; Brodie, et al., 2003; MacLachlan, et al., 2004



Pilot Study, CBT+mirror tx

• Within subjects design; no control

• 12 participants recruited, 9 completed

• Treatment

– 6 class meetings

• 1 hour, CBT (behavioral pacing, relaxation, 

psychoed)

• 30 minutes, mirror practice



Results

• Significant improvement for phantom pain and 

overall pain
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Current Study (funded by VA RR&D)

• Randomized controlled trial

– 59 participants randomized to two conditions

• CBT + mirror retraining

• Supportive contact

– 8 weekly 1.5 hour intervention sessions

– Assessment at intake, end of treatment, 12 and 

24 weeks



Results?

• Predictions

– Significantly greater reduction in PLP, other 

pain in CBT+MR

– Improved functioning

• Current status

– Data analysis



Why ongoing research matters to me as 

associate chief of mental health

• Key Questions to which I need answers

– How do we engage veterans in care?

• Novel entry points- e.g., college-based programs, 

exercise programs, peer services

– How do we serve veterans who do not match 

samples in efficacy studies?

• PTSD +TBI

• Multiple comorbidities



Why ongoing research matters to me as 

associate chief of mental health

• Innovative programs (SFVA MH)

– Access Center

• Transition groups for substance use

• Brief treatments

• Rapid access to care

– PTSD 101 Classes

– City College of SF VA clinic

– Strength and Wellness (YMCA Partnership)

– MH Summit (Today)



Conclusion

VA research programs have supported my ability 

to develop treatments that specifically serve the 

needs of our veterans

VA research is guiding the care I can give to my 

veterans in San Francisco

The unique VA research program is key to our 

serving veterans today and throughout their lives.


